The low cost and availability of clusters of work- 
task time = T + (n X 0),
where n equals the number of owner process requests.
The owner process can make a request after each unit of time the parallel task uses the processor, hence the number of owner requests is binomially distributed: units. We first derive the probability that job execution time equals i and then from these probabilities get the expectation.
Let S[n] equal the probability that an individual task is interrupted by at most n owner processes.
equal the probability that all parallel tasks are interrupted by at most n owner processes.
By independence,
Let Max [W,n] equal the probability that the maximum number of owner process interferences over all the parallel tasks is equal to n. we must ensure a large task ratio.
In the previous experiment we fixed the number of workstations equal to 60. In figure  8 we plot the weighted-efficiency versus task ratio for various system sizes for an owner utilization of 10?10. Sensitivity to the task ratio increases with system size.
One of the main conclusions from these experiments is that in order to achieve good speedups for fixed 
